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Economics:
The Not-So-Hidden Costs
Lee Van Orsdel
Atlanta University
May 21, 2012
ACRL Scholarly Communications Roadshow:
From Understanding to Engagement

Learning Objectives
• Understand some of the basic economic
principles that characterize the traditional
scholarly publishing system
• Recognize the connection between poor
copyright management on the part of authors
and the monopolistic pricing practices of the
largest scholarly journal publishers
• Consider and reflect on alternative funding
sources for scholarly publishing
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Scholarly publishing practice: academic journal publishers’ policies and
practices in online publishing, 3rd survey, ALPSP, 2008
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Effect of market consolidation

From a presentation for the Publishers Association, STM, and ALPSP: http://stmassoc.org2010_04_16_STM_Journal_Publishing_in_2010.pdf
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Roger Clarke, The cost profiles of alternative approaches to journal publishing, First Monday, 3 December 2007

Economics of quality?
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U.S. Library Spending, R&D Spending, and Journals 1995-2007
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From correlation Open Access Primer (Public Version), December 2009

new pressures on supply chain

What about monographs?
“in the 1970s academic publishers would print
between 2000 and 3000 hardback [copies]
of a scholarly monograph . . . [In 2005] many
academic publishers say that sales of
hardback-only monographs are often as low
as 400-500 copies worldwide.”
Thompson, J. (2005),
Books in the Digital Age, Polity, Cambridge.

Scholarly communications
reform includes efforts to
establish balanced, sustainable
economic models

Universities have a mission-related
obligation to demand cost-effective,
timely dissemination models for the
published research they sponsor. If
established publishers cannot offer such
models, universities should look for
sustainable alternatives.

Long-term solutions may include
shifting the academic library’s role
from collecting
to producing, subsidizing and/or
disseminating scholarly content

Questions?
Comments?
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